Pexip meetings
Bring people and teams together with a
single, high-powered video meeting
platform to amplify your company
communications.
Because work is better together.

Bring meetings to life with AI

Video meetings now feel closer to in-person meetings than ever before. Pexip’s
AI-powered engine Adaptive Composition reduces distractions and offers a
more natural, relaxed experience through layout optimization technology.

Securely join with any device

Join with your laptop, smartphone or conference room from any location with
the confidence that your meeting data is secure and private. No download or
software install required.

Integrated with your tools and systems

No matter the video system, productivity tool, platform, calendar, or device,
Pexip works the way you do. Pexip easily integrates with the tools and workflows you already use and breaks down barriers so everyone can meet.

Show your brand

Greet your meeting guests with a familiar interface. Through custom branding
options and APIs for deep integrations, you can make Pexip meetings your own.

High performance video and audio quality

Meet face-to-face with super-wideband audio and 1080p HD video to ensure
you see and hear every nuance in your communication, reducing video fatigue
and improving comprehension.

Flexible deployments to meet your needs:
Global meeting service
・ Monthly or yearly subscriptions, pay per host
・ Easy to set up and get started

・ Feature-rich video collaboration on any device with no technical implementation
・ Host up to 100 active participants in your meeting
・ Stream to thousands of viewers

A self-hosted dedicated enterprise software application
・ Deploy Pexip as a dedicated solution in your choice of cloud (GCP, Azure or
AWS), on-premise servers or a combination
・ Fully customizable platform with deep APIs

A flexible hybrid deployment
・ Ownership and control of sensitive meeting data

・ Pexip-managed cloud deployment for easy-to-scale capacity
・ Control over data location

Security-first, enterprise-grade video conferencing
solutions using industry-standard encryption and
security protocols to maintain privacy and security.
✓ GDPR (Regulation EU 2016/679) compliance
✓ ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certification
✓ U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC)
certification
✓ Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2 compliance
✓ Enables Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliance
✓ SOC2/SSAE16 compliant data centers
✓ All media encrypted by default

